Coffee pots going, tunes blaring out of portable radios, and an occasional snoring body lying on the couch are some of the sights and sounds of the "All-Nighters" labs.

While the majority of Cal Poly students are home dreaming of turkey, stuffing, and Mom's pumpkin pie, a few "dedicated" souls are still hard at work on campus.

Why do students pull all-nighters? Is there too much work and too little time? Not really. The general consensus of students interviewed last week tended to enjoy nocturnal brainstorming.

"It's fun to be able to stay up all night — kinda like going to a slumber party when you're a little kid," said David Bannon, a 30-year-old architecture major. He sees advantages to working the graveyard hours — it's quieter to work and you get to know the people really well.

Bannon has had a total of 10 days to draw a model for an art museum and have sketches ready for the final presentation.

Like Bannon, Julie Hamaguchi, a 21-year-old landscape architecture major, doesn't mind the late hours. "Drawing is really relaxing, you don't have to think," said Hamaguchi.

Hamaguchi doesn't drink coffee so she must rely on "natural energy — adrenalin" to keep her going. With music as a background and friends off on a donut run for a midnight (or rather 4 a.m.) snack, Hamaguchi enjoys the atmosphere in her lab, "there are people here all the time."

Any problems? "Right after lunch the next day (after an all-nighter) I start falling asleep — like during class," chuckled Hamaguchi.

Sandra Paim, a 21-year-old junior transfer architecture major, has "lost count" of the number of all-nighters she has pulled this quarter, but she can recall at least 2 per week for the past 3 weeks. This she explains as being part of her style, though most people in her third year lab tend to leave by 4 a.m.

"It's fun to be able to stay up all night — kinda like going to a slumber party when you're a little kid." — David Bannon, architecture major.

Paim claims not to be scared by the idea of being a single woman out so late and rationalizes by thinking that someone is always in a lab nearby.

"I could get all my work done during the day but sometimes I prefer to goof off a little bit during the day," said Paim. "Groofing off being 16 units, pledging a co-ed fraternity, and close to 14 hours a week of design class and lab.

Paim maintains that the key to survival in her major is "time management." She closely follows a mapped out schedule each day to complete her projects. Currently she has a three week
Pain was a little off schedule and had visions of working all weekend, "I'm getting better at time management" and she hopes to have the system wired by her 5th year.

Another architecture student who has "probably pulled more than I should," is Greg Balen, a 20-year-old architect major, who likes to work at night. "It keeps me from being too one-dimensional. I like to be able to do normal, other, things (outside of architecture) during the day," said Balen, who catches up on his sleep "one way or another."

Lack of organization was what kept Charlie Knodblock, a 23-year-old graduate architecture student up all night last Wednesday. He generally rolls into bed at 1 or 2 a.m. "It's hard to go back and go to bed when you get excited and start thinking about something (a new design). It's not worth your time to go to bed — better just to finish it and catch up on sleep later," said Knodblock.

Chris Kim, 22-year-old architecture student, won't be going home for Thanksgiving. "I can't, I'm all booked up (with work) but my roommate is cooking a turkey," he said.

Architects are not the only ones burning the midnight oil on campus. The lights are on and the equipment is kept busy in the Computer Center all night long, too. "I've been here since 11:45 Please see page 3
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and I'll give up about 4:30," said Steve Hares, 22, computer science major, who finds reduced sleeping time "a piece of cake" after having been on the swim team at Poly and starting each day at 5 a.m.

"Right after lunch the next day (after an all-nighter) I start falling asleep — like during class." — Julie Hamaguchi, landscape architecture major.

Because of the number of users of the computers during the day, sometimes response times can be at least 15-20 minutes. This holds especially true during the last two weeks of the quarter. Students often find they can make greater use of the computer during the wee hours when response time is instantaneous, explained Hares.

But Architecture and Computer Science lights are not the only fluorescent fixtures lit up on campus at 4 a.m. — a quick trip up the hill to the quiet red brick dorms finds deer feeding on grass, ivy, and remnants of last night's dining hall delights.

After several unsuccessful attempts at Trinity, Santa Lucia, and Sequoia; a lone freshman is found in the study room of Tenaya Hall. Gary Sunderland, an 18-year-old biological science major tentatively opens the locked doors — after all it is close to 4:30 a.m.

His reason for the late hours is pure and simple — procrastination. After being conned into the ASI movie, Richard Pryor Live on the Sunset Strip, and then later telling his Mom on the phone that he had to stay up and study, Sunderland felt obligated to finish his chemistry problems for his 8 a.m. class.

"I've been here since 11:45 and I'll give up about 4:30." — Steve Hares, computer science major.

Luckily for Sunderland he was working on problems, "it breaks it up — you don't have to think." However, he does admit that the whole ordeal "makes me mad; it's my own fault."

For some students, a combination of rigorous sketching is mixed with Hollywood dazzle to make staying up all nighters.
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FULFILLMENT

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 26

10:00 A M  AMERICAN IMAGERY
10:30 AM FALCON CREST
11:00 AM BOOKS
1:15 PM JEWELRY
3:30 PM HUMOR
3:30 PM SHORT TAKES
5:00 PM SHORTS
7:00 PM THE LATE SHOW
8:00 PM TEENAGER'S GUIDE
8:30 PM JIMMY SWAGGART
9:00 PM DISCOVERY WEEKEND
9:30 PM FOX ON THE RUN
10:00 PM COMIC ASSOCIATION
11:00 PM NATIONAL TALENT SHOW
11:30 PM MOVIE: "THE CHERRY ORCHARD"

SUNDAY, OCTOBER 28

11:00 AM MOVIE: "ANGELS ON LIsA"
11:30 AM MOVIE: "THE COMPANY"
12:30 PM MOVIE: "THE COVE"
1:00 PM MOVIE: "TODD"
1:30 PM MOVIE: "THE SCOUT"
2:00 PM MOVIE: "TENDER TUNES"
2:30 PM MOVIE: "TATTOO"
3:00 PM MOVIE: "THE MAN FROM NOWHERE"
3:30 PM MOVIE: "THE MAN FROM NOWHERE"
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5:00 PM MOVIE: "THE MAN FROM NOWHERE"
5:30 PM MOVIE: "THE MAN FROM NOWHERE"
6:00 PM MOVIE: "THE MAN FROM NOWHERE"
6:30 PM MOVIE: "THE MAN FROM NOWHERE"
7:00 PM MOVIE: "THE MAN FROM NOWHERE"
7:30 PM MOVIE: "THE MAN FROM NOWHERE"
8:00 PM MOVIE: "THE MAN FROM NOWHERE"
8:30 PM MOVIE: "THE MAN FROM NOWHERE"
9:00 PM MOVIE: "THE MAN FROM NOWHERE"
9:30 PM MOVIE: "THE MAN FROM NOWHERE"
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International Thanksgiving Dinner

What is Thanksgiving like in another country? Come eat with us on Mon.

day, Nov. 22, at Poly Christian Fellowship

in the Health Center Parking lot at 6 p.m. Call Nathan at 544-6924 for tickets. The dinner is sponsored by Poly Christian Fellowship.

AS! Tutorial Program Tutoring services are held in CHB Hall, Room 104 until the end of the quarter. The service will be open from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.

The service extends to math, chemistry, physics, biology, zoology, botany, bacteriology, mechanical engineering, aero, English, Philosophy, accounting and economics. For more information call 544-2665.

Birth Control Information for Men and Women. A birth control information clinic for men and women is held every Thursday from 11 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. in the Health Education Conference room.

Future Studies Course A new class is being offered Winter Quarter titled "Humanities 300: Future Studies." It will be offered on Tuesday evenings from 1900 to 2200 hours in Agriculture Erhart, Room 514. The class will consider methods used in forecasting future trends and critical examination of the forecast made by futurologists and their implications for mankind will be considered. There will be special emphasis on human values and choices necessary for the future. This class satisfies requirements of part of the "World Civilization" electives. For more information call Michael Orsh, English professor at 846-1621.

Circle K Club Circle K is a community service organization open to students of all majors and any class level. Get involved in service to the campus and community. Meetings are held every Monday night at 6 p.m. For more information, call Donna at 843-7803.

Table Tennis Tournament Enter the table tennis tournament in the Campus/Recreation Office in University Union Room 104. Play begins on Monday, Nov. 22, in the Main Gym. There is no cost.

Colorado Canoe Trip AS! Outings will be sponsoring a Colorado Canoe Trip the first week of Christmas break. Sign-ups begin Friday at 10 a.m. in the Exposure Group. The groups will go canoing through Black Canyon, stopping at hot springs and waterfalls, hiking side canyons and enjoying the sun. Cost of the trip is $80-$90.

Cal Poly Sigma XI Club Sigma XI presents "In Search of the Ultimate Membrane" by Tomsonillontz Fort, Jr. on Tuesday, Nov. 23, at 3:30 p.m. in Graphic Arts building, Room 106. This talk describes the development of a unique and selective barrier membrane, which effects separations by functioning as a "molecular filter." The membrane is one single molecular layer thick and contains pores of known and controllable size. The membrane is the most efficient separator of salt from water yet devised.

Wildlife Club Meeting The Wildlife Club will discuss job opportunities in the fields of Wildlife Biology and Natural Resource Management. The meeting will be held in Science North, Room 202 on Tuesday, Nov. 23 at 11 a.m.

With a 16-page theory paper due after the holidays, Kim won't even make it home to Alameda for Thanksgiving dinner with the folks. "I can't. I'm all hooked up with work but my roommate is cooking a turkey," said Kim.

Third year is more work but Kim doesn't seem to mind the all-nighters too much. "I enjoy being here and doing my 40 and I have my own space to work in," said Kim.

The forecast made by the American affluency observer's forecast for mankind will be considered. There will be special emphasis on human values and choices necessary for the future. This class satisfies requirements of part of the "World Civilization" electives. For more information, call Michael Orsh, English professor at 846-1621.

What is Thanksgiving like in another country? Come eat with us on Monday, Nov. 22, at Poly Christian Fellowship. The dinner is sponsored by Poly Christian Fellowship.

Birth Control Information for Men and Women is held every Thursday from 11 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. in the Health Education Conference room.

Future Studies Course is being offered Winter Quarter titled "Humanities 300: Future Studies." It will be offered on Tuesday evenings from 1900 to 2200 hours in Agriculture Erhart, Room 514. The class will consider methods used in forecasting future trends and critical examination of the forecast made by futurologists and their implications for mankind will be considered. There will be special emphasis on human values and choices necessary for the future. This class satisfies requirements of part of the "World Civilization" electives. For more information call Michael Orsh, English professor at 846-1621.

Circle K Club is a community service organization open to students of all majors and any class level. Get involved in service to the campus and community. Meetings are held every Monday night at 6 p.m. For more information, call Donna at 843-7803.

Table Tennis Tournament Enter the table tennis tournament in the Campus/Recreation Office in University Union Room 104. Play begins on Monday, Nov. 22, in the Main Gym. There is no cost.

Colorado Canoe Trip AS! Outings will be sponsoring a Colorado Canoe Trip the first week of Christmas break. Sign-ups begin Friday at 10 a.m. in the Exposure Group. The groups will go canoing through Black Canyon, stopping at hot springs and waterfalls, hiking side canyons and enjoying the sun. Cost of the trip is $80-$90.

Cal Poly Sigma XI Club Sigma XI presents "In Search of the Ultimate Membrane" by Tomsonillontz Fort, Jr. on Tuesday, Nov. 23, at 3:30 p.m. in Graphic Arts building, Room 106. This talk describes the development of a unique and selective barrier membrane, which effects separations by functioning as a "molecular filter." The membrane is one single molecular layer thick and contains pores of known and controllable size. The membrane is the most efficient separator of salt from water yet devised.

Wildlife Club Meeting The Wildlife Club will discuss job opportunities in the fields of Wildlife Biology and Natural Resource Management. The meeting will be held in Science North, Room 202 on Tuesday, Nov. 23 at 11 a.m.

What is Thanksgiving like in another country? Come eat with us on Monday, Nov. 22, at Poly Christian Fellowship. The dinner is sponsored by Poly Christian Fellowship.

Birth Control Information for Men and Women is held every Thursday from 11 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. in the Health Education Conference room.

Future Studies Course is being offered Winter Quarter titled "Humanities 300: Future Studies." It will be offered on Tuesday evenings from 1900 to 2200 hours in Agriculture Erhart, Room 514. The class will consider methods used in forecasting future trends and critical examination of the forecast made by futurologists and their implications for mankind will be considered. There will be special emphasis on human values and choices necessary for the future. This class satisfies requirements of part of the "World Civilization" electives. For more information call Michael Orsh, English professor at 846-1621.

Circle K Club is a community service organization open to students of all majors and any class level. Get involved in service to the campus and community. Meetings are held every Monday night at 6 p.m. For more information, call Donna at 843-7803.

Table Tennis Tournament Enter the table tennis tournament in the Campus/Recreation Office in University Union Room 104. Play begins on Monday, Nov. 30, in the Sierra Madre main lounges at 6 p.m. There is no cost.

Colorado Canoe Trip AS! Outings will be sponsoring a Colorado Canoe Trip the first week of Christmas break. Sign-ups begin Friday at 10 a.m. in the Exposure Group. The groups will go canoing through Black Canyon, stopping at hot springs and waterfalls, hiking side canyons and enjoying the sun. Cost of the trip is $80-$90.

Cal Poly Sigma XI Club Sigma XI presents "In Search of the Ultimate Membrane" by Tomsonillontz Fort, Jr. on Tuesday, Nov. 23, at 3:30 p.m. in Graphic Arts building, Room 106. This talk describes the development of a unique and selective barrier membrane, which effects separations by functioning as a "molecular filter." The membrane is one single molecular layer thick and contains pores of known and controllable size. The membrane is the most efficient separator of salt from water yet devised.

Wildlife Club Meeting The Wildlife Club will discuss job opportunities in the fields of Wildlife Biology and Natural Resource Management. The meeting will be held in Science North, Room 202 on Tuesday, Nov. 23 at 11 a.m.

With a 16-page theory paper due after the holidays, Kim won't even make it home to Alameda for Thanksgiving dinner with the folks. "I can't. I'm all hooked up with work but my roommate is cooking a turkey," said Kim. Third year is more work but Kim doesn't seem to mind the all-nighters too much. "I enjoy being here and doing my 40 and I have my own space to work in," said Kim.

The forecast made by the American affluency observer's forecast for mankind will be considered. There will be special emphasis on human values and choices necessary for the future. This class satisfies requirements of part of the "World Civilization" electives. For more information, call Michael Orsh, English professor at 846-1621.
Regatta participants await their race in the series while watching the action from a hillside.

**Sailors come from north, south for annual regatta**

By Russ Spencer

Before the race, the boats just sit there.

They are wood and fiberglass and metal, and they sit on the shore, motionless, waiting.

There are 41 of them, towed from as far away as Los Angeles by college students participating in a two-day Cal Poly Sailing Club event called the "North/South Regatta," held at Lopez Lake Nov. 13 and 14.

They represent the hopes of students from 11 different universities—students who have gathered into sailing teams to tour the state and race other schools in what they call "regattas."

The boats are all exactly the same, 14 feet of inanimacy waiting to be turned into individuals by the two-member crews who will later race them around a course.

In the soft light of the weekend morning, the students and their boats lie waiting together—waiting for the one force of nature which will bring them both alive—the wind.

The students murmur back and forth, looking out at the water as the first hint of breeze is made audible by the ring of a metal clip hitting a bare mast.

The Cal Poly team members huddle around a beat-up white station wagon full of clothes, equipment and scoring clipboards. They are the ones in charge of the event, and are led by long-time club member and present team captain, Collette Parsons.

Activity around the station wagon and up and down the beach begins picking up, but still the students are quiet. They don't say a whole lot to each other, they just begin raising the sails and checking the boat, and looking over the lake to observe the increasing wind.

The motionless boats are then picked up and lowered into water. The churniness they seemed to have on the shore gives way to a rocking freedom as they bob back and forth in unison with the water's movement.

The sailors know that the race will begin soon. The Cal Poly team has headed out on the lake in their rag-tag powerboat to set out the markers which the boats will have to be maneuvered around in the race, and the teams begin practicing their sailing tactics.

Once the course is set up, two Cal Poly sailing team members, take control of the Poly boat and join the other sailing teams vying for spots along the starting line.

The boats churn in the water, trying to get an optimum spot as the race judge counts down the starting time. A whistle blows the air and turns what until now has been pent-up potential energy into a burst of boats flying across the starting line towards the first marker.

The boats come alive, driven by the forces of the wind above, the water below, and the persons inside who must direct the forces toward the goal of finishing as fast as possible.

As the boats move away, all that can be seen is their sails. Forty-one sails, each filled by the wind, tinted with a glowing white by the afternoon sun, and looking like 41 birds playing games in the water.

At the markers, the "birds" become aggressive, each one trying to steer its way as close to the marker as possible. A sort of controlled chaos reigns until the pack rounds the bend and opens up.

The rest of the race is a test of strategy—a matter of changing the direction of the boat in harmony with the changes in wind direction to build optimum speed.

The end comes quietly. By now, the boats are spaced far apart and the finishers glide across the line, some feeling they have done a good job and others wishing they could have done better.

More races are held, filling the lake with sails until the last contest is over.

The boats are maneuvered back to land and stripped of their sails as the teams pull their bodies out of what served as an extension of themselves for the afternoon.

Without the water and the wind and the people inside, the boats again just sit there, a potential which will have to wait before again being realized.
Fans could see tallest team in men's basketball history

by Mike Mathison

The Cal Poly women's basketball team is like a child with a new toy. They have something new to play with, but they don't exactly know how to play with it properly.

To help set the stage, for the first time in head coach Marilyn McNell's four years at Cal Poly, the Mustangs were playing a game against a causing problems. Cal Poly isn't exactly sure how to work this new-fangled thing.

In the 7th Annual Cal Poly-Straub Hat Basketball Classic Thursday, Friday and Saturday in Poly's Main Gym, the Mustangs were scoring better each time out in each game. The result was a four-place finish and a 1-2 record. Not a bad situation, but not exactly what coach McNell had in mind either.

Poly opened the tournament with a 79-73 victory over the University of Hawaii. The only thing which made the game as close as it was was the Mustangs' 29 turnovers. It got worse the second night. Playing the University of Pacific in the championship consolation bracket, Poly committed 37 turnovers as the Lady Tigers hit triple figures each game. A gainst Hawaii, Poly had four hits the double figures — Irene Coffey and Gigie Goffrion (14), Kathy Ulrich and Sherri Ross (10). Versus Pacific, the Mustangs also had four 10 or more — Ross (12) and Coffey. Terrie MacDonald and Carolyn Crandall all with 10.

That leaves the forward spot, which Lucy was vacating. To fill it Wheeler will either go to one of his big men (Brumfield or Franklin) or Wilton. The&Mustangs just now realize how important that position is.

Poly had 89 points in the championship consolation bracket. The Mustangs were their own worst enemy.

Women have fast break; now just to get out the kinks...

by Mike Mathison

The Cal Poly women's basketball team is a like a child with a new toy. They have something new to play with, but they don't exactly know how to work with it properly.

To help set the stage, for the first time in head coach Marilyn McNell's four years at Poly, the Mustangs were playing a game against a causing problems. Poly isn't exactly sure how to work this new-fangled thing.

In the 7th Annual Cal Poly-Straub Hat Basketball Classic Thursday, Friday and Saturday in Poly's Main Gym, the Mustangs were scoring better each time out in each game. The result was a four-place finish and a 1-2 record. Not a bad situation, but not exactly what coach McNell had in mind either.

Poly opened the tournament with a 79-73 victory over the University of Hawaii. The only thing which made the game as close as it was was the Mustangs' 29 turnovers. It got worse the second night. Playing the University of Pacific in the championship consolation bracket, Poly committed 37 turnovers as the Lady Tigers hit triple figures each game. Against Hawaii, Poly had four hits the double figures — Irene Coffey and Gigie Goffrion (14), Kathy Ulrich and Sherri Ross (10). Versus Pacific, the Mustangs also had four 10 or more — Ross (12) and Coffey. Terrie MacDonald and Carolyn Crandall all with 10.

That leaves the forward spot, which Lucy was vacating. To fill it Wheeler will either go to one of his big men (Brumfield or Franklin) or Wilton. The&Mustangs just now realize how important that position is.

Against Loyola-Marymount, Auginbaugh was 17-for-26 in kills, Hooper 11-for-24 and Lynn 10-for-11.

Cal Poly's game one loss to Loyola didn't seem to affect the Mustangs. The only thing which made the game as close as it was was the Mustangs' 29 turnovers. It got worse the second night. Playing the University of Pacific in the championship consolation bracket, Poly committed 37 turnovers as the Lady Tigers hit triple figures each game. Against Hawaii, Poly had four hits the double figures — Irene Coffey and Gigie Goffrion (14), Kathy Ulrich and Sherri Ross (10). Versus Pacific, the Mustangs also had four 10 or more — Ross (12) and Coffey. Terrie MacDonald and Carolyn Crandall all with 10.

That leaves the forward spot, which Lucy was vacating. To fill it Wheeler will either go to one of his big men (Brumfield or Franklin) or Wilton. The&Mustangs just now realize how important that position is.

The Mustangs didn't have a player named to the all-tournament. And rightly so. Arizona State's Kim Hansen, who finished the tournament with 52 points and 30 rebounds, was the tournament MVP. The Sun Devils beat UOP 90-65 for the championship. She had two teammats on the all-tournament team. Also selected to the all-tournament team were UOP's Janet Whitney, Santa Clara's Michelle Healy and Chappell and the State's Natalie St. Mary. With the three teammats on the all-tournament team, the Mustangs have won the tournament MVP award. The Lady Spartan senior completed the Mustangs' four 10 point and 40 rebounds. She almost single-handedly upset Arizona State in the regional final game Friday night. St. Mary had 20 points and 13 rebounds as the Lady Spartans dropped a 59-58 decision. She poured in 36 points and had 14 rebounds against Poly.

The Mustangs have two weeks to work on the right combination to their new toy. Poly doesn't return to action until the Santa Clara doubleheader tournament in the State's hallway. The Mustangs have until their January 6 meeting with Fresno State to work on the right combination to their new toy.
Mustangs whip Pomona 3-1 -6 on two Martin fcdckoff returns

Vyckoff

Wheeler and with financial backing from education professor Don Morris, once a member of the Pomona student newspaper Rollstone, organized. Rulledge kept each writer in the conference, made sure we knew what we were supposed to do. The rest was up to the writers. It was our ball, so to speak.

I took the ball and fumbled. But our punt was blocked and two opponents were penalized on the 14-yard return. The punt was recovered by Steve Rutledge early in the third quarter.

Wheeler noticed that two people sitting opposite corners of the table-Rulledge and McEarkan-were the only ones to order soup. We discussed the question among the three of us. We were sure it was that kind of a luncheon.

Wheeler left to prepare his team before meeting us. Heaton and Martinelli slipped out of the room and asked questions over coffee. "What is the capital of New Hampshire?"

At John Gym, the team was practicing free throws. Wheeler pushed his players, they had assembled on the baseline and introduced themselves. I couldn't help thinking of a police lineup or a slave sale. The Dating Game in quadruplicate. "Player Number Three, what is..."

We were allowed five minutes to talk to the players before the game started. They threw the time designed to ask players about their outlook for the season. I went over to Mark Runges, a former Libbighi High School student-"I asked him about sports news from home. Five minutes later I was still searching."

Pardon me, there's a book to write.

Mustangs whip Pomona 3-1 on two Martin kick return off.

Clarence Martin, the Mustangs' second-leading receiver this season, didn't catch a single pass Saturday night. No matter. More than enough firepower as the visiting Mustangs raced by Cal Poly Pomona, 31-6.

Before you could say, "Good-bye Roman Gabriel and the rest of the Broncos football program," Martin had streaked 94 yards on a punt return to give the Mustangs a lead they never relinquished. But there was more.

The Broncos battled back on the strength of just one foot (land) leg to pull within one point of the Mustangs at 7-4. Kicker Tony Massagli culminated two Bronco drives with field goals of 49 and 49 yards to pull the deficit. But on the ensuing kickoff following Massaggio's 49-yarder, the 2,887 bystanders once again, this time snapping only 96 yards for the score. Rick Bernetts second extra-point attempt

Wheeler said and with financial backing from education professor Don Morris, once a member of the Pomona student newspaper Rollstone, organized. Rulledge kept each writer in the conference, made sure we knew what we were supposed to do. The rest was up to the writers. It was our ball, so to speak.

I took the ball and fumbled. But our punt was blocked and two opponents were penalized on the 14-yard return. The punt was recovered by Steve Rutledge early in the third quarter.

Wheeler noticed that two people sitting opposite corners of the table-Rulledge and McEarkan-were the only ones to order soup. We discussed the question among the three of us. We were sure it was that kind of a luncheon.

Wheeler left to prepare his team before meeting us. Heaton and Martinelli slipped out of the room and asked questions over coffee. "What is the capital of New Hampshire?"

At John Gym, the team was practicing free throws. Wheeler pushed his players, they had assembled on the baseline and introduced themselves. I couldn't help thinking of a police lineup or a slave sale. The Dating Game in quadruplicate. "Player Number Three, what is..."

We were allowed five minutes to talk to the players before the game started. They threw the time designed to ask players about their outlook for the season. I went over to Mark Runges, a former Libbighi High School student-"I asked him about sports news from home. Five minutes later I was still searching."

Pardon me, there's a book to write.

Mustangs whip Pomona 3-1 on two Martin kick return off.

Clarence Martin, the Mustangs' second-leading receiver this season, didn't catch a single pass Saturday night. No matter. More than enough firepower as the visiting Mustangs raced by Cal Poly Pomona, 31-6.

Before you could say, "Good-bye Roman Gabriel and the rest of the Broncos football program," Martin had streaked 94 yards on a punt return to give the Mustangs a lead they never relinquished. But there was more.

The Broncos battled back on the strength of just one foot (land) leg to pull within one point of the Mustangs at 7-4. Kicker Tony Massagli culminated two Bronco drives with field goals of 49 and 49 yards to pull the deficit. But on the ensuing kickoff following Massaggio's 49-yarder, the 2,887 bystanders once again, this time snapping only 96 yards for the score. Rick Bernetts second extra-point attempt
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**Letters**

**Thanksgiving Lament**

Just dashing around having fun
When midterms grab you in mid-run,
Planning and scribbling you write down the facts
Only to get the professor's ax.
Plucked by projects, cleaned by quizzes
And you've lost all hope in wishes.
Salted with tests and stuffed with papers
You finally break down and ask your maker -
"HELP!"

Pressure baked in presentations
Basted in your limitations
And what's the final matter?
You're the turkey on the platter.

Melody Mustang

**White out the "P"**

Editor:

Last Thursday afternoon myself and a few of my friends went up to the Cal Poly P and spent the day painting it so it would actually be white for this year's homecoming. Within three days someone had put up fraternity letters, poured dirt over it, and painted graffiti on it.

I helped paint the P not because I enjoy painting, but because I felt it might help show a little of that thing we all dread "School Pride". I ask myself, what is wrong with school pride? It's corney, outdated, foolish-the answers come back. I fail to see what Pride keeps us going. Nurtured properly it can benefit us all with patriotism and spirit.

So why do people treat the P like a piece of trash instead of a monument. I can sympathize with those who wish to take it down. At times it is an eyesore and an embarrassment.

The first time I came to San Luis I saw the P is all its glory. Lights shining on it after a Cal Poly victory. The Home of the Champions or so it's called. Now I see it in disgust, desecrated by our fellow students. It is as if there is a contest to see how vulgar and tasteless we can be in redecorating it. Sure your friend has a birthday, but must we tell the whole world about it? Those tons of trash we so joyfully haul up there do not walk down by themselves. If the battle bill had passed, the P would be a gold mine.

I just think it is time for a break. Let the P stay white for a little while. I know it's boring, but please humor me.

Theodore Ballantine

**Sociable Library**

Editor:

Dear Melody Mustang: Re your News corner.

...I don't know that the library ain't a social meetin' place...if you were...I mean, how to read neither. So goes higher education, eh?

Alan Bruno

**Soviet Roast**

Editor:

Dear Melody Mustang: Re your News corner.

...You finally break down and ask your maker -
"HELP!"

Pressure baked in presentations
Basted in your limitations
And what's the final matter?
You're the turkey on the platter.

Melody Mustang

**Intramurals information**

Though Fall quarter is wrapping up, we still have some great activities planned to help you stamp out the "DEAD WEEK" blues. With over 30 different activities offered, there is bound to be something that interests you. Whether you're interested in team sports, individual competition or just out to have a good time, the Recreation Office is here to serve you. Stop by our office across from the book store in UU Room 104 any time. We encourage you to come up with new game ideas and welcome your input. Call 546-1386 for more information or 546-1447 for the Recreational Sports HOTLINE of a complete schedule of activities and facility availability.

Competition in residence halls, fraternities and independent divisions will be held Monday, Nov. 29, for Bedminster Doubles. Come on down to the Main gym and support your favorite team! Call the Recreational Sports Office for play times.

Preliminaries for Table Tennis will be held Tuesday, Nov. 30, in Fremont Hall. They will be given away in a drawing during the Christmas holidays beginning Dec. 7 at 5 p.m. and continuing through to Jan. 3 at 8 a.m. Super drawing with super prizes coming right up...how do you feel about a free Toshiba Walkman Stereo or one hundred dollars??? in sporting goods equipment of your own choice...how about a one month free membership at Kennedy Nautilus Center or an "unbelievable brunch for two at the San Luis Bay Inn"... these prizes among others will be given away in a drawing during the Christmas holidays beginning Dec. 7 at 5 p.m. and continuing through to Jan. 3 at 8 a.m. Super drawing with super prizes coming right up...how do you feel about a free Toshiba Walkman Stereo or one hundred dollars??? in sporting goods equipment of your own choice...how about a one month free membership at Kennedy Nautilus Center or an "unbelievable brunch for two at the San Luis Bay Inn"... these prizes among others will be given away in a drawing during the Christmas holidays beginning Dec. 7 at 5 p.m. and continuing through to Jan. 3 at 8 a.m.

**Intramurals Daily**

For all its members had decided the worker's problems to ignore.

And so death finally turned him out, but left no fear his Free enterprise might really work Better than all of those "Five Year's."

Why did Brezhnev need the KGB?
The silent people contemplate.


Brian E. Smith

**The Adventures of Captain Pig**

The Adventures of Captain Pig is an ongoing feature that will appear in every issue of Mustang Daily. The adventures are inspired by the work of cartoonist Mike Peters, who is known for his popular comic strip, "The Far Side." The stories are written in a humorous and light-hearted style, and the illustrations are detailed and expressive, with a focus on the character of Captain Pig and his adventures in the world of comics.

By Peter Avanzino